GEOMETRY, PENETRATION FORCE, AND CUTTING PROFILE OF DIFFERENT 23-GAUGE TROCARS SYSTEMS FOR PARS PLANA VITRECTOMY
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Background: To investigate the geometry, penetration force, and cutting profile of 23-gauge trocar systems for pars plana vitrectomy based on their grinding methods in a standardized laboratory setting.

Methods: In this experimental study, eleven different commercially available 23-gauge sclerotomy trocar systems were divided into 4 groups according to their needle grinding and deburring: “back” bevel, “spear” bevel, “lancet” bevel, and “spatula” bevel. The normative geometrical data of the trocar systems were systematically analyzed according to nomenclature ISO 7864 and ISO 9626. Force to penetrate a 0.4-mm thick polyurethane foil was measured by a Penetrometer, when the trocar needle was piercing, cutting, and sliding through the foil at different defined loading phases and plotted as a load–displacement diagram. Magnified images of the consecutive cut were taken under a microscope after the entire penetration through the foil. Three physicians used all trocar systems in a masked fashion on human sclera to evaluate the manual penetration force in 30° and 90°.

Results: The mean outer diameter of the trocar systems was 0.630 ± 0.009 mm, and the mean outer diameter of the trocars was 0.750 ± 0.013 mm. The mean point length was 3.11 ± 0.49 mm, and the mean length of the bevel was 1.46 ± 0.23 mm. The primary bevel angle was 10.75 ± 0.41°, and the secondary bevel angle was 65.9 ± 42.56°. The piercing forces of the back bevel and spear-pointed trocars/needles were at the same level (0.087 ± 0.028 N). The lancet-pointed needle had remarkable low piercing and cutting forces with 0.41 N (range, 0.35–0.47 N). The spatula bevel tip showed the highest penetration piercing force with 1.6 N (range, 1.59–1.73 N). The back bevel systems induced frequently triangular-shaped incisions, with two nearly rectangular cuts of short length. The spear bevels produced a regular characteristic linear cut. Especially, the lancet blade created straight cut with a linear wound apposition. Spatula trocar systems caused usually an arched accurate incision. The manual force to penetrate the human sclera in an angled and rectangular angle appeared in the surgeon’s hand lower with a back bevel, lancet, or spear tip, whereas higher with spatula bevel systems.

Conclusion: Lancet and back bevel systems show less penetration force of inner needles than the spatula systems. The results of the penetration force experiments correlated well with the manual force on sclera.
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Microincision technology has changed the approach of vitreoretinal surgery since its introduction during the past decade.¹⁻³ Minimally invasive surgery in an outpatient setting offers patients convenience, the possibility of faster symptomatic recovery, and visual rehabilitation. The field has progressed from the initial 25-gauge systems, with their too flexible instruments and prolonged vitrectomy time, to current 23-gauge instrumentation that overcomes most of these unwanted compromises, as well as modified stiffer 25-gauge systems with more efficient cutting, fluid dynamics, and improved illumination systems.²⁻⁸ Thus modern microincision surgery has been quickly adopted by many surgeons in the worldwide retinal community.

Several recent advances in instrumentation for microincision surgery make this technology even better and...
promising to increase the ease of surgery, reduce possible complications, and hopefully improve the functional and anatomical outcome for the patients. These enhancements include trocar blade designs to improve incision preparation, valved cannulas to prevent fluid leakage during surgery, and collagen plugs to aid closure of sclerotomy sites. Transconjunctival sutureless pars plana vitrectomy (PPV) has progressively been adopted as the first-choice technique for an increasing number of vitreoretinal surgeries because of a number of significant advantages such as increased patient comfort with less postoperative inflammation, decreased operative times, and reduction of surgery-induced astigmatism become apparent.9–16

However, there is some disagreement about the best needle design for 23-gauge trocar systems. Recently, various modified user-friendly 23-gauge trocar systems have become available in the market. They vary in terms of the shape of the inner needle bevel, the bevel face size, the gap between the outer cannula and the inner needle, the shape of the outer catheter, the tapering method, and the material composition. All these features create a significant difference in the penetration force. Hence, we investigated the geometry, mechanical penetration force, and cutting profile of 11 currently commercially available types of 23-gauge trocar systems.

Materials and Methods

Twenty-Three-Gauge Trocar Systems

Eleven types of commercially available ophthalmologic trocar systems with a diameter for PPV were investigated in this experimental study (Table 1). All trocars and needles were carefully examined immediately after unpacking the blister package in their original state and removing the protecting plastic cap to detect, under a microscope, unexpected artificial damages before any penetration resistance measurement.

Nomenclature of the Needle Tip and Trocar

The needles of trocar systems are generally composed of a protruded closed-ended stiletto with a beveled face and taper tip, which are placed inside the orifice of the main needle tube. The outer cannula builds the trocar and has an outer 23-gauge diameter.

The bevel is the angled surface on a shaft of a sharpened stiletto to form a slanting edge at the needlepoint, facilitating an atraumatic penetration through the sclera into the human globe. The needle point, also known as “lancet point,” is the sharpest point available for any medical needles. The typical design of a needlepoint consists frequently of three bevel cuts: The primary bevel, which is the surface as a result of grinding the tube at a specific angle α, and the two-side bevels, which are secondary grind angle β on each side of the primary bevel to form the cutting edge and a sharp needlepoint. The bevel length is by definition the longest distance of a bevel, measured from the tip of the needle to the most proximate area of grinding behind the heel. The side bevel length is measured between the juncture of side bevel, with the outside surface of the angled surface, and the tip of the needle.

The nomenclature for the front end of a stiletto can be divided by grinding and deburring in 4 main bevel type designs: “back” bevel (A), “spear” bevel (B), lancet bevel (C), and “spatula” bevel (D) (Figure 1):

A. The back bevel design is characterized by an angled surface on the shaft of the stiletto to form a slanting edge at the sharpened needlepoint. The needle tip of the back bevel is sharply angled and has an edge behind the bevel. The stiletto has here a secondary grind on the opposing sides of the primary grinds. However, the bevel face of the back bevel needle is smaller compared with that of the lancet needles.

B. The spear bevel design is characterized by an angled surface on the shaft of the stiletto to form a pyramid-like slanting triangular needlepoint. The needle tip of the spear bevel is sharply angled because of a secondary grind on the sides of the primary grinds.

C. Lancet bevel point or diamond point has a needle tip with three bevels. A three-grind needlepoint formed from a primary grind and two secondary grinds. The broadest part of bevel diameter is bigger compared with the tip of back. However, it becomes tapered by 45° because of a second grind giving it the appearance of a diamond-shaped tip. The bevel face of the lancet needle is bigger than that of the back needle.

D. Spatula bevel has no sharp needle tip in combination with a secondary bevel angle. The bevel is the beveled surface on a shaft to form a smooth closed-ended slanting junction with an oval tip to facilitate an atraumatic penetration, which appears sometimes more cumbersome to create a sclerotomy.
Table 1. Eleven Types of 23-Gauge Ophthalmologic Trocar Systems With Geometrical Data of the Trocar Bevel Needles Penetration Force Diagrams and Cut Images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacture</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size, Gauge</th>
<th>Bevel Type</th>
<th>Outside Diameter, mm</th>
<th>Point Length, mm</th>
<th>Bevel Length, mm</th>
<th>Primary Angle (α), in degrees</th>
<th>Secondary Angle (β), in degrees</th>
<th>Outer Diameter Da (Cath) Tip of Cath</th>
<th>Material of Cath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geuder</td>
<td>Trocar system one step Hattenbach/Nicolic</td>
<td>23 Back</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.80 (2.78–2.91)</td>
<td>1.38 (1.35–1.41)</td>
<td>11.2 (11–11.5)</td>
<td>37 (35–38)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>Blunt</td>
<td>Plast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geuder</td>
<td>Trocar system 3CT</td>
<td>23 Back</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.87 (2.75–3.0)</td>
<td>1.56 (1.53–1.63)</td>
<td>11.7 (11.5–12)</td>
<td>31 (30–32)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>Blunt</td>
<td>Plast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcon</td>
<td>Entry system enhanced</td>
<td>23 Spear</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.55 (2.32–2.81)</td>
<td>1.56 (1.49–1.62)</td>
<td>10.8 (10–11)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Chamfer</td>
<td>Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcon</td>
<td>Entry system enhanced</td>
<td>23 Spear</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.38 (2.19–2.63)</td>
<td>1.55 (1.49–1.62)</td>
<td>10.7 (10.5–11)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Chamfer</td>
<td>Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oertli</td>
<td>PMS autoseal one step</td>
<td>23 Back</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.05 (2.99–3.08)</td>
<td>1.49 (1.46–1.52)</td>
<td>10.4 (10–11)</td>
<td>31.8 (30–37)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>Blunt</td>
<td>Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oertli</td>
<td>PMS autoseal one step</td>
<td>23 Lancet</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.24 (3.11)</td>
<td>1.81 (1.82–1.83)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORC</td>
<td>One step Cannula system</td>
<td>23 Spatula</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>3.96 (3.79–4.10)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Tip: 4; heel: 11</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritz Ruck</td>
<td>Trocar set Disposible trocar set</td>
<td>23 Spatula</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3.85 (3.67–4.0)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>83.6 (80–89)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Chamfer</td>
<td>Longer chamfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Technology (Wefis)</td>
<td>Loaded Clampshell PMP part: S-APX-B + L ESA</td>
<td>23 Spatula</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.49 (3.43–3.57)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9.5–10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>Chamfer</td>
<td>Plast.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Min: 0.62, 2.3, 0.97, 10, 31, 0.73, 2.27
Max: 0.65, 3.96, 1.81, 11, 140, 0.78, 4.49
Mean: 0.63, 3.11, 1.46, 10.75, 65.9, 0.75, 3.14
Standard Deviation: 0.009, 0.49, 0.23, 0.41, 42.56, 0.013, 0.5841
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Penetration Force Measurement

Penetration force measurement was performed according to DIN 13097. The tip of each trocar was positioned at a distance of 6 mm from the commonly used polyurethane foil (PU thickness, 0.040 mm; hardness shores, 85 ± 10; free diameter, 10 mm) in a parallel direction (ISO 10555-5). An inner stiletto of trocar cannula systems was composed of a sharp tip with a beveled face on the main needle shaft. The left needle showed a bevel-faced needle. The next tip of the spear bevel had a round frontier by a backcut method.

Normative Geometry

The tube dimensions are defined with the outer diameter and wall thickness. The individual geometrical data of the 11 different 23-gauge trocar systems were systematically analyzed according to the international nomenclature given in ISO 7864 (DIN 13097) and ISO 9626: The outside diameters of the trocar tube (da) and outside diameters of the solid catheter (da [cath]) were measured by Mitutoyo micrometer caliper (S/N 8225 258; Mitutoyo Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan). Point length and bevel length were measured with the Olympus stereo-microscope SZH (S/N 509 130; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan; ×30 magnification) on a cross table and x/y-micrometer. The primary bevel angle (α) and combined secondary back bevel angle (β) were analyzed by a touchless laser optical inspection measuring station FACET (S/N me16). The details of the samples were listed in Table 1.

Magnified Images of the Consecutive Cut on the Penetrated Foil

Images were taken from each foil after the entire penetration process under a microscope (Olympus stereo-microscope SZH [S/N 509 130; Olympus Corporation]; ×20 magnification). The resulting cut in the penetrated foil varied in length and form according to the applied bevel designs.
Results

Geometry

All cut-bevel needles were evaluated by a single examiner who compared each needle for tip integrity or deformities. Variations from the manufacturer’s standards included protrude stillets beyond its needle tip, partial irregular tip separation in three samples led to the exclusion and replacement for the study. Geometrical data of all intact trocar needles are listed in Figure 3. Five trocar systems contained a back bevel design (Trocar system one step; Geuder, Heidelberg, Germany), Trocar blade 3CT (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX), PMS Autoset one step (Oertli, Bern, Switzerland), Trocar set (Fritz Ruck, Eschweiler, Germany), two had a spear bevel (Entry system enhanced; Alcon). Only one trocar system used a lancet bevel (PMS Autoset one step; Oertli), whereas the other three preferred a spatula bevel design (One step Cannula system; DORC, Zuidland, the Netherlands), disposable trocar set (Eye technology, Rayleigh, United Kingdom), and Loaded Clampshell PMP (Bausch and Lomb GmbH, Berlin, Germany), respectively.

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)
The mean outer diameter of the trocar system was 0.630 ± 0.009 mm, and the mean outer diameter of trocar was 0.750 ± 0.013 mm. The mean point length was 3.11 ± 0.49 mm, and the mean length of the bevel was 1.46 ± 0.23 mm. The primary angle \( (\alpha) \) of the bevel was 10.75 ± 0.41°, and the secondary back bevel angle \( (\beta) \) was 65.9 ± 42.56° (Figure 3). The measured parameters differed between varieties of spatula versions.

**Penetration Force Measurement**

The load–displacement diagram of a typical force graph of a medical needle penetrating a test foil and the magnified images of penetration pattern during different loading phases is shown in Figure 2. The measurements of the penetration force were listed in Table 1. The piercing forces \( (F_0) \) of the back bevel and spear pointed trocars/needles were at the same level (0.87 ± 0.28 N). If the spatula tip was more similar to the single bevel tip forming a round cutting edge at tip instead of a pointed tip, it caused higher piercing forces than pointed tips. The lancet-pointed needle from Oertli had remarkable low piercing and cutting forces with 0.41 N (range, 0.35–0.47 N). The Bausch and Lomb trocar needle with the single spatula bevel tip showed a higher penetration piercing force with 1.6 N (range, 1.59–1.73 N).

The first 3 examples in Table 1 demonstrated back bevel trocar systems. The penetration force increased moderately when the back bevel needle tip became in contact with the foil and penetrated the foil. The penetration force increased significantly with the back bevel from Geuder and Oertli, as the needle heel passed through the foil and decreased also immediately afterward. The load–displacement diagram with the back bevel from Alcon demonstrated no significant peak as the needle passes through the foil.

Examples 4 and 5 in Table 1 demonstrated the measurements with the spear bevel trocar systems from Alcon. The penetration force increased gradually when the needle tip contacted with the foil and penetrates the foil. The penetration force increased significantly with the spear bevel, as its needle heel passed through the foil. The slid-like cut seemed to maintain the shaft tight to the edge of the penetration hole, maintaining the force at higher levels.

Example 7 in Table 1 demonstrated the measurements with the lancet bevel trocar systems from Oertli. The penetration force increased minimally during all phases of the penetration. After the brought bevel end passed through and the catheter with a smaller diameter slid through the foil, there was no significant peak in the penetration forces \( (F_0) \) measurement. The taper shape of the diamond bevel and longer slit-like cut may give space for gentle penetration of the shaft and a low penetration force; 0.41 N (range, 0.35–0.47 N) was the lowest penetration force among all experiments.

Examples 8, 10, and 11 in Table 1 demonstrated the measurements with the spatula bevel trocar systems from DORC, Eye technology, and Bausch and Lomb. The mean penetration force \( (F_0) \) was above the average. It was increased significantly when the needle tip came in contact with the foil and penetrated the foil. The flat angle of the tip and its characteristic increased, and curved shaped of the cut might be responsible for this profile. Subsequently, a sudden increase in force was observed, when the catheter tip reached the foil and then rapidly decreased after point passed through the foil.
Manual Scleral Penetration

All 11 trocar systems were used in a randomized blinded order and penetrated the human sclera 3 times in a rectangular and 30° manner. The applied manual force at the beginning (piercing) and complete insertion (sliding) through the sclera was classified in five grades from one as blunt (high resistance) to five as very sharp (no resistance): The applied manual force with the back bevel and spear tip was graded between 3.0 and 4.0 as “moderate sharp.” The applied manual force with the back bevel and spear tip was noticed as “sharp” with grades between 4.0 and 4.5. The applied manual force with the spatula bevel was “more cumbersome” and was graded from 2.0 to 3.5. There was no main difference in the evaluation between the three surgeons. It was difficult for the surgeons to differentiate between the early piercing and late sliding of the penetration experiment because the duration of the entire process was short. Minor subjective changes are documented in Table 2. The graded manual piercing force in a 30° (Table 2) and rectangular fashion did also not differ for the surgeons. There was a good correlation between the standardized experimental measurements and the clinical surgical manual penetration of the trocar in the surgeons’ hand under surgical conditions.

Magnified Images of the Consecutive Cut on the Penetrated Foil

The magnified images show for each individual trocar system the performed penetration cut on the corresponding penetrated area (Table 2). The uniform exercised penetration experiments highlighted a correlation of the individual “trocar tip” and the cutting pattern on the foil. Some individual cuts showed an additional circle around the cut, which reflect the indentation of the trocar tip on the foil. The magnified images demonstrate a clear correlation of the applied trocar design with the repeatedly achieved cut pattern: The back bevel trocar systems induced frequently triangular-shaped incisions, with two nearly rectangular cuts of short length and good wound architecture. The spear and lancet bevels produced a regular characteristic linear cut. Especially, the lancet blade created a straight cut with a linear wound apposition. Spatula trocar systems caused usually an arched accurate, sometimes, chevron-shaped cut. Some vaulted inclined incisions appeared asymmetrical with less stable wound architecture, possibly leading to incomplete closure and leakage.

Discussion

Current transconjunctival 23- and 25-gauge trocar systems provide a self-sealing option, as the surgical wound seals and heals without sutures because of its smaller incision size.17–20 Most 23-gauge trocar inserters currently contain a sharp needle-like entry stiletto device that creates a linear or curved cut through the scleral wall.21–24 The outer segment of the trocar is generally cylindrical, as the surgeon pivots the surgical instrument into the globe. The 23-gauge trocar system is usually self-sealing, limited to inflammation, which may shorten the consecutive visual recovery, as compared with previous sutured 25-gauge procedures.11,25–27

Various parameters play a role during the initial piercing process, including the tip of the trocar (sharpness), the thickness and individual rigidity of the scleral resistance, and intraocular pressure of the patient’s eye. The pressure, necessary for puncture, is predominantly influenced by the composition of the tissue, whereas the total force, needed to reach this pressure, is governed by the area of the trocar point (pressure = force per unit area). The initial puncture, which begins with the insertion procedure, is accomplished when the distal end of the trocar needle tip applies enough pressure (F1) to cause the tissue structure to displace (F2). The length and form of the performed cut may influence the dilatation force (F3) and friction force (F4).28 These findings have been evaluated in clinical settings. Although small-gauge needles and beveled incision techniques are commonly also recommended for intravitreal injections, we evaluated in 205 eyes the amount of reflux and degree of pain with intravitreal injection using 26-, 27-, 29-, and 30-gauge needles.25 Patients injected with the larger 26- or 27-gauge needle experienced more pain and greater reflux compared with injections performed with a 29- or 30-gauge needle. However, the degree of reflux was only significant, when the no beveled incision technique was used. The beveled scleral incision showed benefit in performing intravitreal injections. Small incisions and a proper closure of the scleral wound are important to prevent leakage after intravitreal injections and small gauge PPVs.

The most important factor in reducing penetration forces is related to the unique design of the edges on the bevel face. Here, we analyzed the geometrical data of different 23-gauge trocar systems and identified four different bevel types of the trocar needles (back bevel, spear bevel, lancet bevel, and spatula bevel). Our experimental study allowed us to compare the applied penetration forces and achieve penetrating cuts of various 23-gauge trocars commercially available for PPV. To assess the impact of the shape of the trocar systems in an equal manner, our measurements were performed under standardized ISO laboratory conditions.

We demonstrated that the performance of the stiletto insertion follows four characteristic phases. The
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>F0 Mean (Min–Max [N])</th>
<th>F1 Mean (Min–Max [N])</th>
<th>F2 Mean (Min–Max [N])</th>
<th>F3 Mean (Min–Max [N])</th>
<th>F_Cath Mean (Min–Max [N])</th>
<th>Manual Force Piercing</th>
<th>Manual Force Sliding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geuder</td>
<td>Trocar system one step Hattenbach/</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.78 (0.72–0.86)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.95–1.1)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.69–1.10)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.05 (2.63–3.34)</td>
<td>3.7 (3.5–4.0)</td>
<td>3.8 (3.5–4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geuder</td>
<td>Trocar system 3CT</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.80 (0.71–0.83)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.10–1.54)</td>
<td>1.48 (1.30–1.79)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>3.27 (3.09–3.51)</td>
<td>3.7 (3.5–4.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (3.5–4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcon</td>
<td>Entry system enhanced</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.76 (0.72–0.81)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.94–1.1)</td>
<td>1.40 (1.20–1.51)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>3.02 (2.62–3.17)</td>
<td>3.8 (3.5–4.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (3.5–4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcon</td>
<td>Entry system enhanced</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.79 (0.71–0.87)</td>
<td>1.15 (0.95–1.29)</td>
<td>1.77 (1.31–2.09)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>3.27 (2.92–3.50)</td>
<td>3.8 (3.0–4.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (3.0–4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oertli</td>
<td>PMS autoseal one step</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.85 (0.80–0.89)</td>
<td>1.24 (1.13–1.38)</td>
<td>1.40 (1.20–1.67)</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.97 (2.63–3.14)</td>
<td>3.7 (3.0–4.0)</td>
<td>3.7 (3.0–4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oertli</td>
<td>PMS autoseal one step</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.41 (0.35–0.47)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.41–0.56)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.47–0.58)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.20–0.22)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.2 (4.0–4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORC</td>
<td>One step Cannula system</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>1.0 (0.9–1.07)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.58 (1.37–1.84)</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.27 (1.99–2.50)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.5–3.5)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.5–3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritz Ruck</td>
<td>Trocar set</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>0.76 (0.75–0.76)</td>
<td>2.16 (1.77–2.37)</td>
<td>2.36 (2.17–2.63)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>3.09 (2.97–3.27)</td>
<td>4.0 (3.5–4.5)</td>
<td>4.0 (3.5–4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Technology (Wefis)</td>
<td>Disposable trocar set</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>1.03 (0.87–1.83)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.48 (1.35–1.75)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.89 (2.64–3.11)</td>
<td>3.2 (2.0–3.5)</td>
<td>3.2 (2.0–3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bausch and Lomb</td>
<td>Loaded Clampshell</td>
<td>23 G</td>
<td>1.6 (1.59–1.73)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.83 (2.72–2.88)</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>4.49 (4.07–4.83)</td>
<td>2.5 (2.0–3.0)</td>
<td>3.5 (2.0–3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
penetration resistance of the bevel tip was for the major number of tested types at about the same level even for the blunt versions. Lancet blades had remarkable low piercing and cutting forces, inducing a symmetrical wound architecture and linear wound apposition (Table 2). The piercing force of the “back” and spear bevel pointed trocars/needles were at the average level. DORC trocar needle had a very flat long spatula with a slim tip but only slightly lower penetration resistance. The Bausch and Lomb trocar needle also showed a higher resistance with 4.5 N. Here, it seems to be harder to ensure a proper closure with a chevron-shaped incision than with a linear incision. Our study showed that spear and lancet bevels produced a linear incision, whereas the back bevel caused triangular-shaped format. Although spatular trocar systems induce an accurate incision and appeared less stabile, possibly leading to inclined cuts or even sometimes chevron-shaped cuts with less stabile wound architecture, and an incomplete closure, possibly leading to postoperative leakage.

All trocar systems were used to penetrate sclera in a rectangular and 30° manner. The applied manual force was graded as moderate sharp with the back bevel and spear tip, as sharp with the lancet bevel tip, and more cumbersome with the spatula bevel tip. It was difficult for the surgeons to differentiate between the early piercing and late sliding of the penetration experiment because of the short duration of the entire process. The applied angle did not affect the force. This observation correlated well with previous experiments where we demonstrated that the angle of the injection did also not affect the pain level for the patient. In addition, we applied recently the same penetration force experiment to the Ozurdex drug application system with the old and new needle design and measured significant lower penetration force with the new needle design. A comparison between the here investigated 23-gauge pars plana trocar systems and 22-gauge DDS-applicator systems demonstrated lower penetration forces (F0) (0.7 N for the old and 0.47 N for the new DDS-applicator needles), whereas 23-gauge trocar systems like the spatula bevel tip required significant higher penetration forces (1.6 N; range, 1.59–1.73 N) to penetrate the same foil under standardized condition according to ISO 10555-5. However demonstrated similar measurements of conventional medical needles lower forces to penetrate the standardized 0.4-mm foil, the measured values were 0.54 N for F0, 0.58 for F1, 0.76 N for F2 for a 29-gauge Klinion needle and 0.42 N for F0, 0.43 N for F1, 0.63 N for F2 for a 31-gauge Klinion needle. All the experimental studies demonstrated that the needle design and sharpness affect the manual force in the surgeons hand to penetrate the sclera of the patient.

Most vitreoretinal surgeons realize and prefer today improved novel surgical bevel geometry for 23-gauge transconjunctival vitreoretinal surgery. Using these novel blades, the surgeon creates a self-sealing surgical wound, first by directing the surgical blade substantially parallel to the eye surface, then redirecting the blade to follow the general curvature of the eye globe, and finally redirecting the blade to enter the interior of the eye. The enhanced surgical blades have two main advantages: 1) a rigid wide-mouthed outer segment and 2) a generally thin-walled collapsible plastic polymer or metal mesh sleeve that spans the surgical wound and substantially adapts to its natural geometrical contour.

In summary, instrumentation for microincision vitreoretinal surgery has evolved to enable delicate maneuvers in a closed space under a microscope. More recent beveled trocar blades represent a significant improvement over earlier needle-style trocars, reducing the amount of required mechanical force to penetrate tissue and insert the trocar system. We investigated trocar systems and demonstrated improvement in design modifications, manufacturing techniques, and sharpness. Current innovations accomplished less resistance of the blade to the tissue, achieved a smooth trocar insertion, and facilitated more efficient wound closure with better healing characteristics. Although some spatula systems still require high penetration, others had remarkable low piercing and cutting forces. To improve on these findings, we are still striving to find the perfect trocar needle design for 23-gauge PPV.

Conclusion

Newer beveled trocar blades represent a significant improvement, reducing the amount of required force to penetrate tissue and insert the cannula system. The accomplished cut profile demonstrated good wound architecture in most of the cases. These findings, in a standardized ISO laboratory, will support ongoing innovations to improve 23-gauge trocar systems of PPV.

Key words: sclerotony, 23-gauge, trocar system, pars plana vitrectomy, penetration force, grinding method, bevel.
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